
and a continuo group (organ, chittarone, and
cello) combine to present this imaginative and
attractive music in a most engaging way. The
beautiful flow and color in the voices in the
opening ‘Domine, Ad Adjuvandum Me Festina’
at a walking-pace tempo sets the tone for the
whole program.

Contrasts in the pieces supply opportuni-
ties for the Nova Ars Cantandi ensemble to
excel: for example, in the three-part ‘Laetatus
Sum’ there’s a lovely elegance in the interplay
between the pairs of canto voices and violins,
balanced by sections for bass solo. Ringing
peals in countertenor melodies, “bravura” arias
for bass, and fervent urgency in the ‘Magnifi-
cat’ tenor part (with animated organ accom-
paniment) all exemplify the high quality of
both Bassani’s music and these interpretations.

First recording. Notes, Latin texts on label
website.

C MOORE

BAZZINI: Violin Pieces
Luca Fanfoni; Maria Semeraro, p

Brilliant 95030—70 minutes

Yes, The Dance of the Goblins is here, and it is
over in six minutes. That is good because vir-
tuoso technique, which the piece demands in
spades, is not Luca Fanfoni’s strong suit. He
just manages to get through the work in one
piece.

The rest of the program came as a bit of a
surprise to me. I reviewed an all-Bazzini disc
by Chloe Hanslip (March/April 2009). She
included the Dance of the Goblins, but aside
from that the only duplication in the present
release is The Carillon of Arras. Her program
didn’t leave me very impressed with Bazzini’s
compositional skills, but this is different. He
actually wrote a fine Violin Sonata, which is
included here. I is very dark and dramatic, II is
slow and noble, and III is swift and picaresque.
I didn’t realize that he had it in him to write a
piece like this.

There is a fantasy on La Traviata. It is a bit
long but holds together because of the work’s
memorable tunes and drama. Other works,
like the Elegy, The Calm Serenade, The Mule-
teer, and The Carillon of Arras have lovely Ital-
ian melodies one would hear in opera of the
composer’s day. Bazzini’s ability to write a
tune with enough imagination in the arrang-
ing is what makes these pieces a delight to
hear. Fanfoni is mostly up to the task, though
sometimes he slips up. If you like this kind of
music, you might overlook that. This is a better
chosen program than Hanslip’s, and you are

more likely to want to come back to this
because of the engaging music. Fanfoni plays
a violin made by Goffredo Cappa in 1690.

MAGIL

BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations
with 50 Variations by 51 Composers

Pier Paolo Vincenzi, p
Brilliant 94836 [2CD] 136 minutes

Take one little waltz tune by publisher Anton
Diabelli. Invite a host of composers to each
contribute a variation, and you not only have
some publicity, but some interesting contribu-
tions to music history as well. Include Beetho-
ven’s well-known set of variations and you have
something considerably more. This set proba-
bly has all the Diabelli you will ever need.

Of course, all of this has been done before,
though I’m not sure what is still available.
There once was a complete set by Rudolf
Buchbinder on vinyl, but good luck searching
for that one, or for Hans Kann’s on Musical
Heritage. I doubt if any but the most dedicated
Diabelli fanatic could stick with the various
permutations of that trite little tune for repeat-
ed listening—that is, beyond what Beethoven
made of it.

An almost endless procession of great and
not-so-great pianists took on Beethoven’s
magnificent essay. Italian pianist Vincenzi def-
initely knows his way about the music. This
may not be the finest of recorded performanc-
es, but it is certainly nothing to sneeze at. The
playing is precise, imaginative, and the varia-
tions are well contrasted. If there seems to be a
reluctance to play at much below a mezzo
forte, that could be partly owing to the close-
ness of the microphone. This seems to be the
preferred recording manner for many releases
these days. Other than that it is far from unac-
ceptable and free from any distortion.

Particularly notable are the delightful way
Vincenzi handles the initial theme and the
powerful contrasts he employs in variation 14.
I also like the humor he finds in the Don Gio-
vanni-like variation 22 and the demonic alle-
gro of the ensuing variation. As we reach the
last few variations, the journey has unques-
tionably been a pleasant one, and the second
disc by Beethoven’s contemporaries becomes
something to look forward to—for another day.

Disc 2 assembles the contributions of 50
composers to form a fascinating super piece.
Czerny, Hummel, Huttenbrenner, Kalkbren-
ner, Kreutzer, Liszt, Moscheles, Pixis, Schenk,
Schubert, Tomaschek, and a host of others
made their contribution based on the little
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waltz. Some stand out more than others, but
there is a consistency of competence to all of
them, even from composers most of us have
never heard of. Most of them do not stray very
far from the waltz tune, and it is surprising
how enjoyable they sound as a grouping—par-
ticularly in the imaginative hands of Vincenzi.
Of course, if one sticks with it to the very end it
is possible you will hate Diabelli’s little tune,
while admiring what can be done with it.

Giving us all the variations makes this set
unique. If Beethoven’s set is the only real mas-
terpiece, the others will give the listener many
hours of enjoyment, particularly as they think
about what is being done and who is doing it.
It makes one long for the days when at least
competence was a fact of musical life. Fine
notes by the pianist.

BECKER

BEETHOVEN: Missa Solemnis
Genia Kuhmeier, Elisabeth Kulman, Mark Pad-
more, Hanno Muller-Brachmann; Bavarian
Radio/ Bernard Haitink—BR 900130—79 minutes

With great recordings of the Missa Solemnis,
the conversation starts with Klemperer, who
scaled its heights and plumbed its depths as
profoundly as any conductor, before or since.
But the discussion doesn’t end there. Back in
1966, Herr Karajan unearthed the Mass’s inner
beauty. Years later, James Levine brought some
operatic flair to the work with the likes of
Studer, Norman, Domingo (an awesome ‘Et
homo factus est’) and Moll in tow. No singers
have shined more heavenly light on Beetho-
ven’s hellacious counterpoint than Robert
Shaw’s Atlanta Symphony Chorus.

The last Missa Solemnis to cause a stir in
these pages was Herbert Blomstedt’s, which
Paul Althouse extolled for the conductor’s abil-
ity to revel in Beethoven’s explosive writing
while asserting the control required to make it
speak intelligibly (Querstand 1237, July/Aug
2013). I bought it after reading that review and
haven’t regretted the decision. If there’s a hap-
pier, more enthusiastic take on Beethoven’s
unwieldy behemoth than Blomstedt’s, it hasn’t
crossed my path.

You wouldn’t think Maestro Haitink would
turn the Missa Solemnis into a white-knuckle
ride, and you’d be right. Indeed, the first things
you notice are the warm, enveloping sound of
a great orchestra and the spiritually rapt en-
trances from the choir and soloists. “Boy, this
is coming from the inside”, said my music
therapist-mezzo-flutist wife Carolyn as we lis-
tened to the Kyrie. That staunch sense of

innigkeit remains constant through the per-
formance because it is the essence of what
Haitink seeks to convey. His Missa Solemnis
isn’t a roller-coaster ride; it’s a Mass. And
everything—the singing, the playing, even the
engineering—is keyed to the directive that the
liturgy be honored. The orchestra accompa-
nies; it doesn’t dominate. The soloists sing lyri-
cally, without pushing. The big fugue at the
end of the Gloria is delivered with plenty of
oomph, as it surely must be. But at the same
time, it keeps enough of its cool so that all ele-
ments remain in balance and every single
entrance, line, and word can be heard. When
explosions occur—as they must in this incred-
ible work—the pyrotechnics are calibrated to
the needs of the liturgy. At “Pater omnipotens”,
God’s power hits like a ton of bricks, as it does
at “Qui sedes ad dexteram patris” when Jesus’s
place in the heavenly hierarchy is secured.
“Genitum non factum” declaims the Nicene
solution for the world to hear, and you’d best
hold on tight for the climactic “miserere
nobis” in the Agnus Dei.

Restrained interludes also stick to the
liturgy like glue; a pensive “et in terra pax”, a
barely whispered “et invisibilium’, and an
exquisitely tapered decrescendo at “et sepul-
tus est” for starters. The spiritual cooldown
after the “Et vitam venturi” fugues is brilliantly
realized as spiritual aspirations take flight
amid the endless “Amens” that can sound so
shapeless in lesser hands. (Klemperer achiev-
ed this too, but Haitink benefits from this
clear, close recording of his 2014 concert per-
formance.)

The soloists are well suited to the bel canto
task, especially Kuhmeier and Padmore, who
sing sweetly where so many others squawk
and bellow. True to Haitink’s priorities, the
engineering brings the liturgy front and cen-
ter. Nothing is drowned out by the orchestra.
So while this isn’t the most crackling Missa
Solemnis we’ve ever heard, it might be the
most resolutely prayerful. For that reason, I
welcome it to the catalog and to a place of
honor on my shelf.

GREENFIELD

BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 8+23;
Variations on an Original Theme

Konstantin Scherbakov
2 Pianists 1039190—65 minutes

Scherbakov, whose Godowsky recording I re-
viewed (Jan/Feb 2015), has the kind of sound
that one feels one can sink one’s teeth into. It
is a treat to hear him play what he calls the
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